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TOR

The Indian Value Engineering Society has amongst its objectives the
promotion of knowledge of this form of creative engineering and t o encourage
increasing application of this technique to serve the nation by the removal of what
may be described as extravagance i n the use of materials and effort resulting in
redundant costs. To foster this foremost purpose of the Society, the INVAVE Journal
now makes it appearance. It shall endeavour not merely t o provide a forum for the
dissemination of knowledge but also seek to integrate and harness diverse interests
and talents for the purpose of applying t o the Indian Economy, the advantages of this
unique and creative technique for the reduction of costs and wastes over every area
of economic activity.

Since VE serves both, the providers of products and services and users thereof, this
Journal shall be an instrument of communication to address itself t o what might be
called the partners in our enterprise. They are, first, the initiators of change- the
Value Engineers-from whom the thrust for change will naturally originate. Secondly,
in order that such changes where found appropriate should be adopted in the
productive apparatus of the country, it shall assist in forging links with the manufacturers of products and providers of services. Thirdly, so that the benefits of such
change, not only reach users but also that they become aware of the benefits of such
endeavour, the Journal shall maintain a constant link with Society.
The INVAVE Journal begins small, but its purposes a112 hopes are large. The greatest
of these, undoubtedly, is that it should become an instrument of national service t o
organize VE activity in the truly national task of relating the opportunities of the few
in the service of all.

Invest National President's Message

I n this age of rapid technological advancements,
Value Engineering, or what is sometimes referred t o as Value
Management, has come t o acquire a prominent place in
modern management practice. Developing countries in their
endeavour t o raise the economic standards of their people, and to bridge the technological
gap in the foreseeable future have need to find new ways and means to more effectively utilize
the limited resources at their command. Value Engineering, thus, assumes even greater
importance in the achievement of these goals.

Though somewhat of a late starter in India, the importance of V E is being recognized
more and more as a tool not only for cost effectiveness but also for quality and performance
improvement.

The Indian Value Engineering Society has among its objecliv-s the promoting of
value awareness and disseminating knowledge of VE techniques towards the economic
strengthening of our nation. I believe that exchange of knowledge and experience is the surest
and speediest path t o progress. I hope this journa! will prove an effective means for this
purpose.
Cordially

Ashok Kr. Sethi
President

MESSAGES
Prime Movers
Recently, I was beseeched by a friend, he having a bad back, t o
join some other recruits in moving a heavy upright piano he had
purchased for his youngsters. Naturally, my friend's house was
perched on a hill, three flights up, having the cutest, but narrowest,
doorway oile could imagine.
Moving the piano was an adventure ; and I came away, fxling
more than vaguely, that I had perhaps c ~ i r i e da dispraportiona~e
share of the load.
Why ? Well, because I was the only one sweating ; and too,
my legs were now shaped like parentheses and my gscins, I think,
had moved south.
Likewise, in any Society there are liftcrs a n d leancrs ; workers and joiner.; ;
contributors and critics ; and those who give, and those who take.
But, I say this in all respect and sincerity : "The individuals, and the effort
thereto, of those who have pioneered INVEST, 1 find to be among the most dedicated,
industrious, and likeable people in the Society ." Their performance -always excellent, their conduct - beyond reproach, and their contrirJ~itionfar greater than their
numbers.
It is a pleasure to welcome, INVEST. Congratulations ! Good Fortune !
Please consider me an honolary member in spirit. And if ever I become involved in moving a piano again, may enterprising people such 2s the founding fathers
of INVEST be lifting the other end.
Then, I could be assured that the piano, like INVEST is i n good hands.
Tom King
Managing Editor
Value World (U.S.A.)
Editors Note :
Mr. Tom King is Managing Editor for "Value World" the official Publication of the Society
of American Value Engineers, Inc. The Society also publishes a by-monthly News letter
"INTERACTIONS", both of which are obtainable from the SAVE, Itlterna tional Business Office.

Overseas Telegram Tokyo
Congratulations to inaugural issue of INVEST Magazine. We are in full support
your emphasis on international exchange a s our peoples must s h o w maximum
benefit by Value Engineering all industrial work. Sincerely
b.
Akira Kodama
lchero Ueno
President
Secretary General
J a p a n e s e Society of Value Engineers

VE-Practice not Precept
Dr. Jagjit Singh

The first Asian to receive the coveted UNESCO Kalinga
Prize, Dr. Jagjit Singh, is a fellow of the Royal Statistical
Society, London, Member of the Institute of Mathematical Statistics, North California, U. S. A. and of the
Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta.
Starting in the Transportation Department he rose to be a General Manager on the
Indian Railways. Later he was Chairman and Managing Director, Indian Drugs and
~harmaceuticals Ltd. He has served as adviser on Operations Research to the
Government of India and is a past President of the Operations Research Society of
India.
He is well known for his many books and articles aimed at popularizing science.
Among his books are : "Mathematical Ideas : Their Nature and Use," 'Modern
Cosmology', 'Great Ideas in Information Theory Language and Cybernetics', and 'The
Story of our Railways'.
Italian and Japanese.

Translations of some of his books have appeared in Dutch,

Dr. Singh, in this thought provoking article, warns Value Engineers to emphasize on
practical problem solving rather than formulating mathematical concepts which may
have little relevance to present day problems,

Every industrialist, manager and engineer is aware that the output of his factory or the
efficiency of his business can be improved. The question is : How ? Vague memories of
various mystiques such as work study, management science, value enginee~ing,operations
research, PERT, 0-and-M, etc arise. This article concerns itself with the general attitudes and
~rinciples of only one of them-value engineering-and is aimed at enabling the reader t o
judge for himself its relevance t o his own daily work. But t o start with, let us clear the air
by answering the natural question of a beginner ; What is value engineering ?
Aristotle once characterised form as "being all of the boat that is not wood." Value engineering may illuminatingly be looked upon as the study of engineering that is not concerned with
the parts themselves. It is the study of a yet purer form of all engineering effort-whether
civil, mechanical, electrical, chemical, electronic, vacuum, cryogenic, or whatever. T o understand and make use of form we have t o resort to representations of it-for instance, in the
case of Aristotle's boat, t o a sketch of its verbal description. The best and most pregnant kind

of representstions the engineer has so far produced for exhibiting the forms of an engineering
plant or process are its blue print and flow chart.
Take first the blue print. The conventional blue p r k t is usually made as a diagram of its
diverse components. I t shows their location geometry, topological configuration and dimensions required either t o build it or t o run it, So far it is only ordinary run-of-the-mill
engineering-not value engineering. But if we substitute for these components only the
functions they perform, we have a still purer form of the engineering process in question. One
could then give engineering-the professional art of applying science t o the optimum conversion of the resources of nature to benefit man-a new manse. Let me explain bow.
If the blue print of an engineering plant or process exhibits oniy the functions of the components that go t o make it and not their makeup or geometrical shape and configuration, the
absence of a vast amount of distracting detail may, in many cases, suggest new ways of
improving efficiency. One may find that there are many identical or similar fi~nctionsthat are
performed by a wide diversity of components. Thus, the function, say, of a covered outlet for
a gas or liquid may be performed by a diverse variety of covers. All of them are naturally not
equally economical. There is, therefore, a case for examining whetl~eror not some or all of
them can be replaced by the most economical cover of the lot. Even if the diverse components
all perform different functions, functional analysis a' la value engineering is still very often
rewarding. Some of the components might have been chosen initially by the original
designer became other mcre economical ways of perfur ining thc same functions were either not
known or available t o him. Besides, even if any of them was the most economical way of
performing the stipulated function then, it might not be now. This is why a functional
analysis of a process and/or plant every now and then is one way cf inmasing eficiency. Sick
textile mills of today are a glaring instance of disaster that might have been averted by a
timely application of such a functional analysis. If the managements of such mills had done
so in the late forties and early fifties when they were still reaping a rich harvest of profits of
war-time and post-war booms, they would have found that many of their looms and processes
were rapidly becoming obsolete in an age of rapid technological advance and increasing
international competition. Had they used a small part of the profits they were then making
t o counter the approaching obsolescence, they would have avoided the sickness that has
continued t o afflict their plants during the past two decades. Functional analysis of blue
prints with function substituted for components is therefore one way of keeping the plant in
good health and warding off imminent sickness.
Another way of improving eficiency is to take the second version of form, the flow sheet I
mentioned earlier, as our springboard. As is well known, it is a formal representation of the
normal works process. We use it now, not in the usual way, nainely to evaluate its upshotthe yield and/or quality of the product made. This would not be value engineering. Value
engineering comes in when we introduce carefully contrived minor changes in the normal
works process in order t o generate information for improving its efficiency. This aIternative
approach also often works because the usual way of operating an industrial plant is nearly
always inefficient in that it is exclusively preoccupied with the manufacture of a product but
not at all with information needed t o further improve the process. One way of gathering it
during routine operation is to initiate a carefully planned cycle of minor variant on the normal
works process, for example, pressure, temperature and/or concentration in a chemical plant. The
routine of plant operation then consists in running each of the variants in turn continually
repeating the cycle. The cycle of variants follows a simple pattern, the persistent repetition of

which allows evidcnce concerning the yield and physical parameters of the product in the
immediate vicinity of the "normal" works process t o accumulate during routine manufacture.
In this way we use routine manufacture t o generate not only the product we require but also
the information we need to improve it. Evaluating the effects of such minor changes induced,
for their adoption or rejection, is the core of value engineering. It is therefore, function
oriented-not parts oriented.
Value Engineering techniques are aimed at retrieving this information from the accompanying
"noise"
and then using it t o evaluate the variant for acceptance or rejection.
Suffice it t o mention that the procedure is not unlike biological evolution which advances life
by natural selection sorting out random genetic mutations for propagation or extinction. This
is how biological evolution conjured life out of its inanimate slumber and then piloted it all
the way from its lowly origin as a subvital autocatalytic particle of protein or nucleic acid to
man as an increasingly complex creseendo of self-sustained patterns of chemical reactions. If
its culmination has taken billions of years to arrive, it is because genetic mutations (unlike
those of value engineering) arise by chance and are not specially contrived. This is why value
engineering-it is also called in some circles Evolutionary Operation (EVUPj for this reasonis a miniature but vastly accelerated version of biological evolution because the process
mutations imposed are not random but specially designed, on the basis of prior process kaowledge, t o have a high probability of acceptance. The great merit of the evolutionary approach
is that its adoption by imny chemical plants in the U.S.A. has improved their production
rates two or three times those originally thought possible with major yield increases and with
a product of greatly improved quality. But the technique, mutalis ~~zzitandis,is equally
applicable t o other industries like steel, aeronautics, glass, ceramics, etc.
I have described only two of the many, modes of value engineering. The discerning reader
will, no doubt, have discovered that there is a great deal of overlap between value engineering
and other allied disciplines labelled operations research (OR), evolutionary operation (EVOP),
PERT and the like. This is because all of them seek the same goal-optimising the efficiency
of some process, plant, o r operation. But some of them are more theoretical than others.
Thus, OR, though it began as a problem solver, has in course of time gravitated more and
more towards routine statistical procedures, mathematical modeling and computer programming with the result that it is rapidly becoming more a mathematician's delight than a manager's
trouble shooting aid. EVOP is still more o r less applied to chemical operations whereas PERT
is specifically tailored to ensure punctual completion of new projects with prescribed time
schedules. Value Engineering, however, seems less specific and, therefore more versatile in that
it seeks to maintain at present a happier balance between theory and practice than other allied
disciplines seem to do, and makes much greater use of creativity. If it continues t o retain its
present accent on problem solving rather than formulating and providing recondite theoretical
mathematical theorems of little practical relevance, even though of great aesthetic beauty, it
will have an edge over its other rivals. For here as elsewhere there has to be a balance between
theory and practice. Practical work is usually inefficient without some theoretical knowledge
that at the outset may seem academic ; and theoretical work may remain purely ornamental
without some seminal fertilization from practical experience. I t is one of the tasks of the top
managers of today to see that theory and practice are not too widely separated. If the INVAVE
Journal helps promote conimunication between practical managers and theoretical innovators
in this field, the result will be a better blend of the two and richer reward for both.

An Industrialist Speaks
Vinod L. Doshi

Mr. Vinod L. Doshi is the Vice-chairman and Managing
Director of Walchandnagar Jndustries Ltd., Chairman of
Bombay Cycle and Motor Agencies, President of the AIEI
(Western Region) and in addition holds several directorships of major companies.
He obtained a Bachelors degree in Industrial Engineering and a Masters degree in
Production Engineering from the University of Michigan. Deeply interested in Value
Management he has been effectively using it in his companies for several years. In a
face to face interview with our Society's President, Mr. Doshi talks about his belief
in VE and his views on furthering its use.

Mr. Doshi, you have for several years been involved in Value Management. Do you
acknowledge its importance ?
V.L. Doshi : Yes, very strongly. I have always feIt that VaIue Engineering is an absolute
necessity in the Indian context. For years now, we have had in our country in one
form or the other-tremendous wastes, and I believe that value engineering could
help bring that down.

What brought you to using Value Engineering in your companies ? Was it crisisoriented or was it a planned corporate activity intended as an on-going effort?
V.L. Doshi : It was neither of the two. Basically, I felt that in principle every organization
has scope t o undertake Value analysis whereby certain savings can be made; and
being interested in this concept, partly because of my background as an Industrial
Engineer, which involved lot of metl~odologyand time studies, I felt that, without
a doubt, if the whole country suffered from wasteful actions, surely our own
companies would have a t least a semblance of that. And it is just this that
prompted me to go into it. Of course, the more I got invoIved with it, the more
I was convinced that it was going to be good. This is how we got started in our
company; plus the fact that having been introduced to Value Engineers in India,
of whom there are not many, I thought that what the Value Engineering Consultant had t o say had merit, should be experimented with and tried out.

Has the use of value engineering in your companies realized, even partially, what you
expected of it ?

V.L. Doshi : I n the form of financial savings, I would say that so far our efforts have yielded
results that could be considered good, but not spectacular. This is t o be expected
when you are relatively new in a field. What, however, I think has been the real
advantage is that we have tried t o imbibe in the minds of a large number of
people at various levels of the organizations, the importance of this subject. If
this has been achieved, I think we have done quite a lot t o start with. Money will
come later.

Under the Indian circumstances, do you feel :
i. There is a need for value engineering; and
ii. What should be the purpose of value engineering ?

V.L.Doshi : AS I said earlier, I have very definite and strong opinions about this. I think in
our country value engineering is extremely essential. We have got into the habit of
wasting resources : whether materials, labour, thought, actions or words. We
indulge in waste thoughtlessly. All these wasteful things must a t least be controlled,
if not eliminated. And I think in our country we could d o wonders if we d o even
a small amount of value engineering. Take the example of wasteful ways of
storage of grains. Our country has in the past had shortage of food even though
today we are surplus. But I think we are going t o be short again, if the population is allowed t o grow unchecked. A fair amount of grain is eaten by rats and
we d o practically nothing about it. A simple value engineering study will bring
this waste down, if not eliminate it. Now these are the things I think should be
looked at .... notice the garbage dumps all over the city, that is a lot of wasted
material. You take our practice of sending people on minor errands without
thinking whether or not it is time and effort wasted. Could it not be done by
some other simpler means ? A messenger, for instance, is considered as very
cheap labour, but this is not so, specially in a city like Bombay. We use messengers
without thinking. A number of examples of this type can be given and I think they
permeate throughout the entire life of our country ..... homes, offices, factories, you
name it. Even a driver when he sits behind the steering wheel of a car, the manner
in which he drives the car, I think he wastes the life of the car because nobody has
bothered to train him properly. We talk about p~oductivityof labour, for instance.
Maybe the labourer does not put his best foot forward or his effort is wasteful,
but there is a lot to be said about this. The fact is, that we d o not take adequate
care to put proper methods in front of the labourer, t o help him achieve better
output without having to exert too much, not necessarily by means of automation,
but by means of sin~pleworkable, easy t o understand, methods and aids. We lose
both ways. We neither use the body power nor make an effort to use brain power
effictively. We must move very fast into this field in this country. In fact, some
of the gains of the Western World have been directly related to the Value Engineering aspects they adopted many years ago.

'

Mr. Doshi, I am bappy that you have mentioned that there are many other areas
where value engineering pbilosophg can be used beneficially other than the Engineering
Industry. How do you suggest that value engineers contribute to undertaking or
improving the activities in the areas which are not related directly to engineering or
industry ?

V.L. Doshi : Here I think the crux of the problems lies in the very name given t o this particular
activity. Consider that value engineering is not a tool by itself, but it is attached
t o value analysis. Now this analysis, or analytical thinking, is really the main
point which I think leads to value engineering and I strongly feel that we d o not
stress adequately, the concept of analysis. Once you start analysing whatever you
do and in which ever field you d o it, you will find a way t o d o it better and
cheaper. On this I have a very big bone to pick with our educational system. I
don't think our educational system treats the students as capable of analysing.
They are spoon-fed far too much and they are not taught how t o think and analyse
and queslion a lot of things they are taught. The concept of 'Guru' and 'Chela',
o r 'Guru' and 'Shishya' of the ancient times has its way of continuing even now,
and this will not make people analytical minded, which is highly essential. I am not
saying that everything is like that of course, but a large number, or a majority of
people, specially college graduates, even the Engineering Graduates coming out of
our educational institutions have a difficult time in the industry, simply because
they d o not have this concept of how to analyse a problem. They d o things, . . . they
might d o them very well, par excellar~ce in fact, but not necessarily because they
thought it out. I am not trying t o say that the American system or the German
educational system is the answer. But one of the things that I learnt in my
American education is that methodology and analysis were given much higher
marks in the examination than the final answer. In many questions and many
types of examinations there were no set answers. There could be 40 answers if
there were 40 students in the class. How d o you approach the subject ? Why d o
you approach it from a particular angle ? What d o you intend t o do, and what
are the objectives ? This is in my opinion the main point from which value
engineering thought will automatically develop because then you have to engineer
your analytical thoughts to bring about the results. The word itself indicates that
then you have to find a machinery t o d o the job that you have thought out. That
is why I have a tendency to pooh-pooh a lot of big plans of this country because
we d o not analyse them enough.
Would you then as a first step advocate value engineering instruction in our engineering and management institutes ?

V.L. Doshi : Yes, absolutely. We are teaching the engineering students a lot about materials,
but we are teaching them material properties. In applied engineering or applied
physics or applied science, we teach them how to use these materials. But we d o
not teach anything about how t o save them. Take the question of machinabilitywe are teaching them how t o operate a lathe or which cutting tool is to be used
for the particular kind of material being cut. But we are not telling them much.
I would say we are not telling them enough of what are the economics and

advantages of using one speed or feed against the other, or what shape of tool is
economical, or a tool life concept. I am taking this as an example because it is
very closely related to value engineering. Machinability is a wasteful action in
practically all the industries I have seen in India. Nobody bothers much as long
as he finishes the job within a reasonable period of time, regardless of whether in
. the
the process the machine gets spoilt or the tool has to be changed often
number of changes of tools for instance, whether it should be changed 5 times, or
reground. We just do not seem to think and, therefore, 1 believe that this should
come in the educational stage itself. The entire VEVA concept must be part, and
a very strong part, of the educational system. In fact any educational system for
that matter. We teach on the arts side, civics, logic and economics. We teach
our engineers economics, principles of economics with maybe bits of accounting
practice. We are teaching our management students a lot about personnel and
marketing. Why not VEVA, which is going to help them to save directly a lot of
money and effort.

.. .

Mr. Doshi, you mentioned that one of the main reasons why Value Engineering has
not taken on as much importance in India as in the industrially advanced countries,
is possibly because of a faulty education system. Be that as it may, don't you think
that senior management can still somehow help in spreading value awareness or value
concepts, amongst the people that they are working with, specially those who are not
aware of it because of their background or education ?
V.L. Doshi : Yes, you have a valid point there. When I said education, I did not necessarily
mean only the formal college education, I am also taking about education which
involves training, especially training in industry. But now, you must also bear in
mind that some of our senior management people who have probably passed their
mid forties or fifties are also substantially of the old school of thought. Now we
have to find a way to open the doors of their minds, so to speak, about what this
VEVA is and how it can help. If you recall, about I5 to 20 years ago, there was a
great spurt all over to talk about management concepts. All the Peter Druckers
or Taylors etc., were talked about as if it was a fashionable thing to do. Perhaps
in our society, in our way of life, maybe we should also make VEVA a fashion.
Mr. Doshi, you mentioned earlier that managements' expectations from value
engineering should not be measured purely in fiscal terms, and that there are other
quantita live and qualitative criteria which management should consider important.
Could you identify some that you have experienced ?
V.L. Doshi : I mentioned earlier, that Value Engineering cannot be measured purely in financial
terms. But of course, for a business undertaking this must be the primary consideration. It must bring about fiscal benefits. But as far as I am concerned; in
our organization we have been at it for 3 or 4 years now, and we have just begun
to get a feel of the importance of this thing through some quite good, in some
cases, but not spectacular financial results. However, the fact that people are now
aware of it and they are beginning to go, is having a snowballing effect. Right
now, the first step for us is t o get everybody to get an itch and t o do something.
Its like solving a crossword puzzle. Once you begin to click, and it begins to give

an answer, you automatically want to do more and more. It becomes a kind of
addiction. This is my personal opinion. It has happened to me quite definitely.
I think we have to get people started, . . get them hooked on this. Without a
doubt of co-zse, ultimately VE would have to, like any other activity in business,
mean something in money. But until then, there is a time lag factor. We may
not achieve instantaneous results, but qualitatively it will have an impact on the
mind. This, as I mentioned earlier, means developing an analytical mind, becoming
a thoughtful person. Not thoughtful in the sense of a person becoming courteous
only, but thinking about why, how, when, where . . in a proper way. This in
itself is quite a major objective of VE.

..

..

When you say that the results that you achieved were not spectacular, you possibly
had some pre-conceived idea about the return on investment that you expected. How
do you estimate this return on investment that management may expect from the
Value Engineering programme ?
,"

V.~.'Doshi : Well, when I said that the results were not spectacular, 1 meant that there are
situations where you could get monetary benefits which would stagger t3e imagination. If I have picked up Rs. 25 lakhs worth of savings in a year, I consider that
quite good. Now if it were Rs. 250 lakhs, it would have been spectacular in terms
of figures and numbers. I am not talking from that angle. What I fixed as my
objective was some financial benefits, reasonably good benefits, and of course, the
education of the people involved in the Programme. I d o not have any preconceived concept of the investment to savings ratio. Obviously, one normally
feels that whatever you invest in terms of money will within a reasonable period of
time yield certain times that in return. But what is the investment ? Is the
Consultant's fee or the VEVA department's cost the only investment ? It is
nebulous and hard to quantify and I do not think we should try to quantify in that
form too much. It has to be looked at in an overall way; that we will spend some
money, . . . not an exhorbitant amount of money and this naturally must give us
a return in the form of either direct financial benefits or better controls or better
time outputs on scheduling. A variety of benefits can be possible and it is from
this angle that I look at it. In our organization we are at the point of takeoff now.

.

Mr. Doshi, you have helped us in answering the questiod whai management can
expect of value engineers. Would you like to address yourself to the question : What
value engineers may expect of management ?

I think they should expect from management the same thing that say an auditor
expects from management . . . . serious attention. Mainly that. If a statutory
auditor makes a comment, the management sits up and takes notice. The same
should be the case when a Value Engineer makes a good proposal.
Mr. Iloshi, from your own experience of value management, do you feel that it is
better for an organization to build up its own value engineering capabilities as an
in-house activity or do you feel external inputs also have a role to play ?

V.L. Doshi : Ultimately, I think all organizations must operate from within. But there is
always a situation where a n external impetus is helpful. So my view would be
that it has t o be a combination. It would not be advisable for an organization t o
depend entirely on external support because first of all this cannot always be
practicable, aside from the fact that it can become expensive, out of proportion so
t o say, and the in-house activity has the advantage of getting everybody involved
and they are all the time there on the spot. They can also spread the Gospel, as
it were, to get more and more people interested in this. Ultimately it has to be an
in-house activity with just enough support from outside. The concept of the Consultant is something that I believe in, in a very different way from what probably
most people think. I d o not bring in a Consu!tant like one would bring in a
medical specialist - t o diagnose a problem. I feel that by and large whatever the
Consultant is telling us is something which already is inherent in the organization,
and a large number of people in the organization are capable of doing or thinking
the same thing. But somehow or other they have not had the time or have got
bogged down with some other problem. Therefore, this is the time when an
outside person with a fresh outlook with an unbiased mind and no emotional
attachment, can look at it in a very impersonal way, without being impersonal himself. This has the effect of opening the vision or clearing the vision of the people
inside. The first reaction of people, you probably will have noticed is : "Of course,
we know this !" But that is exactly the point. You know it, lets d o something
about it. This is the way I look at it. I d o not expect the Consultant t o d o
magic, nor d o I expect him t o give a lofty suggestion and take off. I t has t o be
some combination. For instance, walking around a factory I saw a crane with a
long chain hanging to pick up heavy material and I asked the Manager, "Why are
you using link chains, because if we use that, you have t o make sure that it is
annealed and does not have any weak links. If one link breaks, the whole thing
will collapse. The whole strength of the chain depends on one link. Why don't
you use wire rope inqtead ?" I got a very nice reply from the Manager. He said,
"You know thats what we had been talking about, but we've been working in this
shop for so many years that this particular aspect had become part of the scenery
for us and we just don't notice it any more. Your coming t o the shop floor after so
many months brought it back." So, this is the analogy of the Consultant concept;
that it is there, the've thought about it, they are going to do something about it,
but somehow it becomes part of the everyday scenery and they miss it. The Consultant comes in and pin points it, sits down with them and says let us attack it,
and the ball begins to roll. This is the role of the external Consultant in the
in-house activity.
Mr. Doshi; how do you suggest that a Value Engineer achieves a truly meaningful
communication with senior management regarding their cost management objective
and his potential role 7

V.L. Doshi : I t is quite difficult, of course, that the Value Engineer be expected t o communicate
with the Senior Management in n convincing manner if the latter does not know
anything about VE This whole thing in my opinion would become faulty. There
has to be a situation where Management and Value Engineers talk the same

language, just as a design engineer or a production engineer or an accountant talks
t o his boss without having to explain evertything in a particular manner to convince
him. The Value Engineer must have the same rapport; which means that the
Management must be fully aware of this particular discipline. Once that happens,
discussions will be in the same language.

Mr. Doshi, what would be your advice to industrial managements in India on the
need for using Value Engineeri~gtechniques ?
V.L. Doshi : 1 have mentioned this earlier very strongly. It is a very urgent and definite need,
and business, companies and industries in India must move in very fast. I would
think that, not just these people, but schools, colleges, offices, every conceivable
place, should be looked at. Take a look at the BEST bus service here. There are
at least a hundred ways it can improve the service and save costs. Another example
is our domestic airline. VE on just their tickets and baggage tags, could save them
thousands of rupees. Ejerywhere I think we have to do this. Not just business
and industry.
That means that value engineering should be a very public activity. It should be
supported and encouraged by the Government and civic authorities as well as
industry ?

V.L. Doshi : Yes, absolutely. In fact, initially to make it a fashion, as I mentioned earlier,
there has t o be, if I may use the word, a lot of pompous activity t o make everybody talk about it. At the same time, perhaps the Government should consider
that savings made by a company by the use of VE could have some fiscal incentives
and benefits. We have fiscal incentives for exports, fiscal incentives for rural
development and fiscal incentives for so many things. Why not for saving India's
scarce materials and other resources ?
Mr. Dosbi, as one who is convinced of the need for value engineering in the country,
aud who has been deeply involved in value management, what would be your advice
to INVEST itself to help in the grenter use and spread of Value Engineering ?

V.L. Doshi : Quite simple. Make yourself much better known.

I think you have t o be a
little dramatic. Put up a show that will be the talk of the town. I think people
will have to be told exactly what this is. A lot more articles, a lot more reporting,
a lot more seminars and a lot more discussions, and lot more news of results that
you have achieved in various fields. Somehow or the other you have t o bring
about this awareness. Let us go back 20-25 years, and see what happened in
this revolutionary situation of management concepts. How did the management
schools such as JIM begin ? How did the management principles become a part
of the IIT curriculum ? What made it ? The evolution of Bombay Management
Association, the Indian Management Association and others, - when did they
start ? How did they begin ? There was something that happened at that time.
Perhaps you can look at that and improve on it. Value Engineers should know
how t o d o it.
Thank you very much, Mr. Doshi.

How to Start a VE Programme
S. S. Venkataramanan

Currently a Value Engineer with the Steel Authority of
India Ltd. New Delhi, Venkataramanan obtai~iedhis B.E.
(Hons,) in Mechanical Engineering from Madras University
in 1954 and became a Certified Value Specialist in 1977. He
worked for the Indian Railways for over 21 years and was one of the chief architects
of the Railways' modernized Inventory Control system. He has lectured extensively
and written many articles on VE. The following article is a re-print of the paper
he presented at the 1978 International Conference of the Society of American Value
Engineers.

GENESIS :
There is need for clear, specific planning and programme to ed~lcateindividuals and organizations on "How to get started in Value Engineering." To many, this question may seem
redundant 30 years after the birth of Value Engineering. Nevertheless, the question remains
and the professional value engineer does need something clear-preferably a step-by-step
description of how a continuing programme can be started and/or maintained in an organization new t o Value Engineering. This paper attempts to provide an answer.

I N f RODUCTION

:

In this the 18th Conference year of SAVE when we are "Racing for Value" to Indianapolis
where they had called for "HOW TO" papers, I felt it would be quite appropriate t o deal with
this basic step in Value Engineering, especially, as this is what I have been doing during the
last two or three years. There have been, too, a number of other contributions t o this effort
in India by several others-both
from within India and from abroad--during this period.
Consequent to these efforts, Value Engineering programmes have been initiated in several
companies. Some other did have programmes on paper, but our effort helped then1 t o put
these programmes on track and get them moving at a reasonable pace. Both efforts and
results therefore, answer t o the need for a basic plan on how to get VE started.

SPADE- WORK
Before one can answer the question : "What would you d o if a company asks you how to get
started in Value Engineering," it is necessary to resolve one other aspect that arises before

this question. Many companies and organizatiolis in India just have not heard of Value
Engineering or have had only a passing brush with it ; so one has to first make them interested
enough to ask the first question which in itself would mean half the battle t o success in
establishing a programme. This was precisely what I had t o d o in the beginning and the only
way t o sell Value Engineering was to become a salesman as for any other commodity. I had
therefore t o shine, polish and spruce up the goods-VE-,
wrap it in brightly coloured packages and put them in the show windows. In other words, the subject went to captains of
Industry, leaders of Government and t o individual managers in several ways-

1. A series of articles in leading newspapers.
2. Attractive little booklets readable in ten minutes.

3. Talks and lectures, some at my instance and some by invitation.
4. By practical work and demonstration.
The key element in both articles and lectures was a series of case studies presented with
sketches, graphs and visual aids-based on Rand Creasy's theory that "A picture is better than
a thousand words."'
Sevsral VE examples from within India were utilised even though they
were not always of the best VE vintage, in preference to undiluted, loo%, systematic success
stories from USA or elsewhere, on the well-accepted principle that an e x m ~ p l enearer home is
much more convincing than a dozen from across the globe. What is more, I never made an
attempt, in presenting such case studies, t o show that they were results of a formalised Value
Engineering programme (which they were not) but they nevertheless helped to establish two
points convincingly :-

1.

That there was a lot of unnecessary cost lying around ; m d

2.

That the present ways of trying to identify and eliniate these unnecessary costs
were only successf~il to the extent of 10 t o 30% and Value Engineering will
support and enrich these efforts to a success percentage over 70% if not full
loo;/,.

In completely virgin areas, this is the essential Step I. Success in this step can be assured not
only by a sense of dedication and faith in the subject which the speaker must effectively present
t o his audience but also on :1.

Carefully prepared case studies of actual achievements : and

2.

Their presentation with visual aids such as slides, over head projectors and t o a
lesser extent, movie films.

Apart from the results of research, the importance of visual aids was frequently driven home
both to me and to my listeners, by something undesirable but not uncommon in Indian citiesfrequent electric power break-downs right in the middle of a programme. My audience
themselves noticed how keenly their interest was till then held by the combined audio-visual
comn~unication instead of the monotonous blah-blah-blah they had come prepared for, and
which they got to an extent whenever the power supply fai!ed : To me this proved a blessing
in disguise because my audience so appreciated the value of visual aids that in turn, they also,

while expounding Value Engineering to others, chose to make use of similar aids - especially,
this improved the presentation of their proposals during the Recommendation Phase.
The second aspect of well-prepared case studies can never be too highly stressed. During the
last 10 years, there has been such a tremendous influx of new sophisticated technology for
management and cost reduction in India that top management frequently tend to ignore any
such exercise if they d o not condemn them altogether. In such a situation, nothing
but concrete results will at all succeed in carrying conviction to these tough
nuts in business and Government. In fact, quite often, I presented the results first and
then found that audience interest had markedly increased and they were now keen on the
"HOW TO" methods which led to those desirable results. Too often have I heard speakers
on Value Engineering repeat parrot-like from books but rarely present case studies complete
with names and addressess of the organizations concerned and thereby fail to even evoke
interest, let alone draw a commitment to Value Engineering, from Top Management.
Stq-11: The Technology-Invariably,

my introductory lectures-or sometimes discussion with
groups of half a dozen or so of top managers across the table-immediately brought me face
t o face with the question :
"How can I set up a Value Engineering Programme in my company ?"
Usually this was followed by one more question :
"What do I need to start the programmepersonnel, funds, facilities ?"
For answer, I invariably exhibited a slide giving the following :
Pre-requisites for Successful VE
1. OPEN MIND
2. Readiness to accept past errors with a smile
3. Encouragement of new ideas from anyone

4. Transcend
LEVELS
STATUS
DEPARTMENTAL LOYALTIES
AGE
5. TOP MANAGEMENT SUPPORT AT EVERY STAGE
6. ANNUAL FUNDS
Rs. 0'1 to 0'2 million at inception

7. Last but NOT leastremember to FORGET the calf's trail

!2

Initial reaction was one of surprise-that the investmentlinput was so small and the basic
requisites for successful Value Engineering so easy. It took time even for top management to

realise that changing the minds of personnel and making them question, at least temporarily,
whole systems and existing methods were often much more difficult than finding a few crores
of rupees of additional funds !
Step-111 : TWO-DA Y SEMINAR

This led automatically t o a request to me to conduct a detailed training programme for middle
management executives in the company. Attendees numbered anything from 25 to 50, depending upon the size of the company. Here again, top management response t o VE grew when
they found that even this step was specifically result-oriented. The attendees first receive 8
hours of :

VE theory
history
techniques
methodology
case-studies and
criteria for Project Selection
and on the second day, enter upon the task of selecting projects, using creativity and the
concept of Cost : Worth in the process. The sessions sometimes produce such lively freelancing and excitement that, in one company, top management insisted on selecting 8 projects for the first VE Workshop (much against nly advice and plea of inability t o handle so
many) so that all the Seminar participants could find places in the W/Shop Teams ! But
usually, the attendees, after discussion among themselves in suitable groups of 4 to 6 , prepare
a list of 20-25 recommended projects and write them down on a blackboard. On the afternoon
of the second day, t o p management join the seminar (see figure 1) when each group leader
explains orally the criteria which led them to select the rec2mmended projects. Management
not only hear them but sonletimes also add their own suggestions and finally 4 projects only
are selected for the first 5-day VE Workshop. The list of a!l recommended projects is
however, retained to help in choosing projects for later workshops.
This methodology, while making the seminar productive in addition to being educative, also
gives the participants a preview of what a complete VE study will be like when they work,
later, hands-on on the selected projects. It is thus a most useful and essential step for success
in giving the right start t o a maiden VE Programme in a company.

STEP I V : Work-Shop Preparations
This step actually involves three sub-steps
The day after the seminar, I hold a meeting with top management to select team leaders
and team members for each of the selected projects. Dates are also set for the five-day
work-shop.
The teams are then assembled the same afternoon and a part of the VE work book
covering only the Information Phase handed over t o each member, together with
explanation of how information collection is so important for success. Team leaders are
specially requested t o contact outside sources such as vendors, industry specialists,
consultants etc. and obtain needed information or suggestions from them in advance-

This, in my experience, often proved very useful as it saved considerable time later
during the Work-shop which would otherwise have been lost thus affecting productive
output during the Function, Creativity and Evaluation Phases.

4.3 This sub-step was peculiar t o my position. Since my Value Engineering activities covers
several plants at far-flung location, I was not in a position t o stay with the teams for
day-to-day progressing and preparations. This necessitated my re-visiting the teams
about a week or two before the dates set for the Work-shop for a review of the information collected and t o decide on additional data that may be needed. In some of
these sessions, I found that the teams had even carried out function analysis to a certain
extent on their own and therefore, it gave me an opportunity not only t o complement
them on their initiative (remember that most important dictum "use good human
relations'?) but also t o advise them t o keep a record of the creative new ideas which
struck them. Usually, however, I refrain from giving them the complete work book at
this stage as it tends t o divert the attention of the team members from information
collection t o other phases of the Job Plan for which I had not yet prepared them. The
well-known maxim "one thing at a time and that done well" is highly appropriate when
dealing with technical experts engaged on their first VE project. Often, these personnel
have so much ,technical expertize and knowledge at their command that there is a
tendency t o merely dabble a bit at Creativity and straight-way launch into analysis and
design-a feature which does not always bring out the best from these experts and must
be controlled so that the full benefit of creativity is realised before they pass on t o judge
or evaluate their ideas. I secure this control by releasing the work book in parts
only.
Step V : Work-shop

This naturally is the most important and most productive step in the entire series. Much has
been written on how a Work-shop should be conducted, but in the U. S. A. at least, many of
the team members perhapq receive their initiation into VE only on the first day of the Workshop. In my experience, however, 1 find that the preceeding two-day seminar is well worth
the time and resources spent on it as it eliminates the need to spend at least 211%) of the Workshop time on explaining the ABC's of Value Engineering. It is therefore sufficient for me t o
give only. a brief refresher lecture with visual aids to get the teams working straightway on :

I.

Re-check of the information collected and

2.

Function AnaEysis

I t gives me also more time to explain FAST; for example some teams took considerable time
on function identification and assignment of costs running often to the afternoon of the 3rd
day. I could accept such a position because of the earlier seminar, the team members also
felt less constrained by fear of coming t o the 5th day and yet far from the recommendation
stage.
The development of the 5-day, 40-hr W/Shop as a period for intensive VE study of the selected
project by a multi-discipline team of experts, free from their routine tasks, is one of the key
factors for motivating a time-targeted drive for results. Under the pressure of friendly, interteam rivalry to present impressive, yet feasible, recommendations within the 5-day time
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schedule, the best of creativity is called forth from the essernbled talents to produce ideas with
ingenuity in large numbers. In one project concerning redesign of Return Idlers for conveyor
belts in a Steel plant, the team produced more than a dozen ideas -all of them feasible-and
faced the problem of choosing and grading the best among them :
STEP VI : Workshop-Presentation

Phase

I have found that it pays to train team members for making good oral and written presentations. As so many SAVE members have already declared, many a fine proposal falls by the
wayside due t o poor salesmanship in the presentation phase. The team may be full of experts
in their concerned fields of technology but none of them may know how to effectively
communicate. It therefore devolves on the Value Engineer to train them in this art-something
which has to be done during the 5-day workshop itself most often. I usually hold 2 or 3
rehearsals (dry-runs), making each team leader speak from the dias to the rest of the workshop participants, who cross-question him and his team from every conceivable angle. They
also offer their own ideas during this dry-run so that a separate cross feed of team is not
needed. This session prepares the team speakers for what they must face when Top Manage-

-

ment and others are present during the actual presentations on the last day (see figure 1
on page 16).
Apart from the oral presentation, even written reports require considerable skill and the Value
Engineer, by his constant need t o survive only by effective communication, possesses or
acquires the necessary skills to train the VE task force member in this field and he must put
these skills t o the maximum use.
STEP VIl : Implemeiztation
The chief lesson in implementation is PATIENCE-all
in capitals ! In particular, this is
applicable to State-owned industries where personal responsibility, accountability, and hence
personal safety often reign supreme over financial or other benefits to the company however
high they may be. There are many value specialists who feel their task is con~pletedwhen
unnecessary costs have been identified alternative ways convincingly demonstrated and benefits
unquestionably established. According t o them, it is then for the Top Management to do as
they please regarding implementation on the plea that one can take a horse to the water but
cannot make it drink. This however, is a suicidal policy for VE. If cost and other benefits
are not actually realised and enjoyed, VE will die fast. It is therefore very essential that the
VE Manager keeps a close watch on implementation and insists on audited results as eagerly
as top Management are expected to. In setting up a maiden VE programme on virgin fields,
this sense of responsibility on the part of the VE cell will establish its credibility to top
management like nothing else can. Without it, the programme may not start at all.

CONCLUSION

I hope these seven steps answer, in some measure at least, the need for a step-by-step plan on
how to start a VE programme. Throughout these steps however, and linking them, inust run
the thread of good human relations-tenuous
but strong, barely perceptible sometimes but
omnipresent.

-
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Value Engineering was the indirect result of a crisis in resource distribution in the late 1950's.
Shortly after World War 11, the shortage of strategic materials-which had been lavishly
consumed by the armaments industry-began t o be felt by many manufacturers and they were
compelled to use alternative materials.
At the General Electric Plant in Schnectady, Larry Miles, the man who founded the discipline
of Value Engineering, was faced with the technical problem of successful substitution and
with the economic problem of high cost. Now when you attempt to substitute, you are
looking for something else, and you are immediately freed from all the restrictions associated
with the original product or service. All you have left is the function. You are concerned
only with what the product or service does and with what else will d o the job.
By concentrating his efforts on fully understanding the function of a product or service, Miles
laid the foundation stone for Value Engineering and Analysis. He then went onto develop a
means of "providing the performance the customers want, and for doing so a t an appropriate
cost". He discovered that just knowing what things cost, could save 5%, improvements in the
choice of materials and methods another lo%, but finding a better way to d o what the
product was supposed t o d o in the first place could save 30% and more. From that moment
on Miles concentrated on the function and his motto became 'define the function; evaluate
the function'. The correct definition and evaluation of a function was found to be the most
important part of the systematic procedure for problem recognition, definition and solution.
The name that Miles chose for his technique was Value Analysis. In 1954, the US Navy
Bureau of Ships recognized its value and undertook to establish a formal organization under
the name "Value Engineering", which seemed better suited to the Navy's application.

Terminology and Definitions :
Value Engineering became the term applied t o the application of assurance techniques to a
prodnct or system in the design or concept stage and Value Analysis was confined to existing

products, processes or systems. Thus Value Engineering was more a preventive process and
Value Analysis a remedial one. However, Miles put it somewhat differently and said that
Value Engineering is Value Analysis when applied to the Engineering sphere.

In recent years, there have been many other terms evolved, such as Value Control, Value
Management, Value Assurance etc. Generally, however, the term Value Engineering is used
t o embrace all aspects of a Value Enhancement Programme.
Though originally conceived for the purpose of direct reduction of costs or cost effectiveness,
the objective and applications of VE today include the optimization of a product, process or
system in respect of all the qualities - economic and non-economic - which contribute t o its
value, whether cost, weight, aesthetics, reliability, maintainability etc. When applied t o a
vast and complex field, such as Marine Engineering, Value Engineering has much greater
potential if used for the optimization of a product or system in respect of all the qualities
which contribute to its value, such as : optimization of cost, time for construction, speed of
travel, fuel consumption, reliability, maintainability etc.
Timing the application of Value Engineering :
The first step in a Value Engineering Programme is to decide; "When should VE be attempted
t o be profitable". I t is obvious that the potential benefits from Value Engineering as well as
the potentially valuable projects are greater the earlier the programme is applied in the Life
Cycle Phase. In marine engineering as in any other industry which involves high investment
items with few unit operations, and production is not on a mass scale, it is imperative that
Value Engineering be applied vigorously a3 early as possible. Figure 1 shows how the nett
savings potential for the construction of a ship may be greater in the initial phases than for a
mass production industry, such as bicycle manufacture. Though the value engineering effort
should continue through all phases, as a product goes through design, production planning,
manufacturing and other related activities, the value engineering emphasis must change.
In the naval architects office, all projects will be engineering oriented. After engineering
release has begun, the emphasis will gradually shift to tooling, planning, manufacturing and
procurement. Though the benefits t o be derived from VE will diminish substantially with the
passage of time in as far as the construction of the ship is concerned, there will be many other
areas of analysis, where Value Engineering may be used profitably at any point of time, such
as ship repairs and survey, hull cleaning & docking procedure. There are limitless areas of
analysis, apart from ship construction itself, where improvements could be obtained to achieve
greater overall effieiency of any shipping operation - whether con~n~ercial
or for defence.
Function and Value :
Determination of function and function definition is perhaps one of the most important steps
in the VE procedure since all subsequent steps originate from it. It would not be possible in
the space of this article to deal with all the aspects of function identification and definition,
function levels, types of functions and the evaluation of function costs, but I would like t o
give you the first cardinal rule of function definition, which is : 'The expression of a function
must be accomplished in as far as possible in two words - a verb and a noun'.
After the functions have been defined, it is necessary to bring in a qualification t o make the
function more specific which becomes important while evaluating the costs of a function.
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For example in an electrical conductor the basic function would be : 'conduct electricity' and
the specifics may be ' 5 amperes at 220 volts with a maximum temperature increase of 20•‹C.'
There are many types of functions and they are usually categorised as primary functions or
secondary functions. These may be, work functions; which enable the product t o fulfil a
given requirement and sell functions; those which help a product to sell, such as appearance,
packaging, scrap value etc. One of the tasks of a value engineer is to delete those functions
which d o not contribute t o worth and to add those which may increase worth even at
additional costs as long as the resulting value is higher. A case in point may be the use of
sound damping steels for warship hulls or high damping metals for ship propellers. Though
the use of this would add substantially t o cost, they would result in a much higher value of
the warship as they would be more difficult t o detect by the enemy.
The evaluation of functions, b o t h primary and secondary, is a complex task calling for
experience and the correct selection of the best applicable method, depending upon the
complexity of the problem i n hand. Functional costs could be evaluated by a number of
methods, such as Relative Mngnituds Estimlting, through a mathematical regression equation,
b y comparison, use of a cost matrice etc. It is not possible in such an article to deal in

greater detail with these, but I would like to show you a simple example for evaluating the
cost of the primary function "transmit torque" for a propeller shaft.
The torque t o be transmitted is given by the equation :

T

=

2n. R2. t, q.

=

R. q. (2n Rt)

...(1)

where,
T = the torque t o be transmitted
R = mean radius of hollow propeller shaft
t = wall thickness
q = maximum allowable shear stress.
Also, the equation for the cost of such a shaft is given by :
C = K. d. L(2nRt)
where,
C = total cost
k = costlwt. unit
d = material density
L = shaft length.
From equation (1) we have :
T
2n R. t =
r. q.
Substituting in equation (2) we get :
k.d.L
T
C = - R
' q

-

This is the functional cost of the propeller shaft i.e. the minimum cost of transmitting a given
torque over a given length of shaft using the minimum amount of material.
Of course, a propeller shaft must perform many other functions, such as locating and
supporting various components like the propeller, bearing etc. The worth of these functions
must be added to the minimum worth calculated for the primary function in order t o arrive
at a realistic total worth. It must be pointed out that in the foregoing theoretical evaluation,
only material costs have been evaluated. Labour and overheads are investigated in the final
check out.
Relationship between value and cost :
Coming now to those attributes which increase the value of any marine engineering activity whether off shore o r on shore - we may find that direct reduction in costs or the use of
cheaper materials or equipment is rarely the method of improving value. What really is
desired is a qlear understanding of the functions of both machine and personnel and the most
cost effective way of using these. The functional requirements of a warship are quite
different from those of a merchant ship and, therefore, the value engineering approach in each
of these cases will differ somewhat. A warship will be designed to embody maximum weapon
power and reliability combined with high speed, acceleration, nlanoeuvrability and the ability

to withstand enemy damage within the limitations imposed by the size of the ship. For a
merchant ship maximum cargo capacity, reliability, facilities for personnel, etc may be the
factors which contribute to value. There will be many other factors concerned with personnel
or on shore facilities which will affect the total value of a ship. Repair costs on shore
contribute significantly to total operating costs and whereas in defence shipping reduced repair
times at almost any cost may be of vital importance, for merchant shipping both time and
repair costs will have to be considered for best value.
To illustrate the relationship between cost and various non-economic requirements which
ultimately contribute to value, let us consider reliability as an illustrative example, as it is one
parameter of value which is important in both warships and merchant ships.
The relationship of reliability to cost may be shown by a set of curves in Figure 2 where the
ordinate is cost and the abcissa reliability. We may say that if greater effort is expended
in designing and producing a ship, the vessel may be made more effective or more reliable, will
have lower maintenance costs and will be usable for a greater percentage of time, all of which
add upto the fact that operational costs will be reduced. However, the curves illustrate that
there is a limit to how far we can go. As acquisition (or production) costs are increased more
a d more, the incremental improvement becomes less and less. Finally, some point is reached
beyond which even an astronomical increase in acquisition costs results in a minimal improvement in reliability and a very slight decrease in operational costs. Adding the two curves
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Figure 2

together gives a curve similar t o the Total Cost Curve. The total cost curve is seen t o have a
minimum point M, and at first thought any ship owner would like t o achieve point M in the
hope of minimizing total cost whether acquisition cost or operational cost. A value engineering study, however, would show the need for achieving a point somewhere to the right of
point M, that is at the point A which will be shown t o be the optimum ratio between cost and
reliability and where a significant amount of additional reliability will be got for a marginal
increase in cost. There is a sound mathematical basis for this reasoning.
The mathematical definition of value is :
Functional Worth
Value =
Cost
Also when functional worth is zero, cost must be zero, and optimum value is obtained where
the relationship of functional worth to cost is a maximum. Such a point A is got on the
curve by drawing a line through the origin, meeting the cost curve and having the least slope,
i.e. a line through the origin and tangential t o the Total Cost Curve. Thus the optin~unipoint
is not where cost is a minimum but t o the right of it, at a point of tangency with a straight
line through the origin.
The foregoing statement is true for the complete system i.e. the ship as well as for the individual components with slight modifications. We know that to achieve a given level of
reliability for a complex system, the level of reliability for individual components of the system
must be considerably higher than that of the system, since the product of the reliabilities of
the individual components will produce the system reliability. Because of differences in
reliability levels of different components, the overall reliability of the system will be sensitive
to changes in reliability of some components and relatively insensitive t o changes in others.
The cost of different components of a given system will vary in sensitivity to their reliability.
For some components, a large increase in cost may be necessary t o improve reliability only
slightly. In others, the reliability may be increased significantly with a small increase in cost.
Thus, it should be possible t o improve the cost-versus-reliability relationship by adjusting the
reliability-cost levels of individual componets, with a resultant reliability improvement
concurrent with reduction of cost. Considering a particular component of a system, we may
determine its reliability and cost and plot them as point A in Fig 2. The task of the value
engineer is to reduce costs without compromising essential function. Thus Value Engineering
must be used t o move point A down vertically and if possible to the right as shown in the
shaded area in Fig. 2 just below the point A.
Knowing the slope of the cost-versus-reliability curve at point A (OA in Fig. 2), we could
increase the system reliability while reducing total cost by increasing the reliability of some
components and decreasing the reliability of others. If the slope of the curve (OA in Fig. 2)
is steep for a given component, value engineering efforts would be aimed at reducing reliability
by a small amount in order t o achieve a large reduction in cost. On the other hand, if the
slope at A is flat, reliability could be increased substantially with a marginal increase in cost.
The discussion of cost versus reliability illustrates the relationship between cost and any parameter of design. For example, the same kind of discussion would hold for the relationship
between cost and weight. As an example, let us consider, hypothetically, an arresting hook for
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planes on an aircraft carrier. Apparently, the weight of the hook is an important criteria in
design. In order t o reduce weight by 1 kilogram, an additional cost of Rs. 1,000 is being
incurred because of machining and the use of an expensive alloy. Assuming a straight line
relationship between weight removed and cost, the graph of cost versus weight would be as in
Fig. 3. During a VE Study to determine how the value of this part can be increased, it may
be realized that the Iast one-tenth of a kilo costs Rs. 900 t o remove, while the first nine-tenths
costs only Rs. 100.
This will illustrate the fact that the cost weight curve is not a straight line but a curve as in
Fig. 4. Thus the slope of the curve at the point P under consideration is somewhat
greater than Rs. 9,000 per kg. When this is brought t o light by Value Engineering, it may be
decided that this is too high a price t o pay for weight reduction and a decision may be made
t o increase the weight of the part by one-tenth of a kilogram and reduce the cost by
Rs. 900.
We have thus seen that the benefits of VE are not merely in direct lowering of costs, but that
best and abiding results are got while attempting t o improve the worth or the value : cost
ratios of a product, process, or system.
Value Engineering and Design-to Cost :
For ship building as fur other capital intensive projects, su2h as aircraft construction or thermal
power plants, Value Engineering can be used in the concept stages for predicting future costs and
achieving target costs. Such an exercise is called a design-to-cost programme. When developing a vessel, the ship builders are faced with three conflicting requirements which are usually
quantified and which must be met if the venture is to be successful. For a merchant ship, the
performance requirements of cargo carrying capacity, speed, fuel consumption, reliability, ease
of maintenance, etc, may be different f r o ~ nthat of a warship in which maximum atteetion will

be given t o weaponry. Variations in performance requirements will affect the second requirement of a design-to-cost, that is ; time schedules. The time period between blueprint and
launching effects the cost of a ship significantly.
It was this requirement which
paved the way for breakthroughs in ship construction, such as eptical lofting for hull
plate cutting machines and prefabricated construction t o reduce the time on theslipway,
and increase the value of operations of a ship yard. Short schedules also make it more difficult
for the designer t o meet performance requirements, especially if new and unique solutions
are necessary. The third requirement is that the ship must not cost more than a predetermined
amount. Short design time schedules, and severe performance requirements are usually
incompatible with low product cost. The three most conlmonly used methods of
predicting product costs and comparing and controlling these predictions with cost
estimates of the design as it matures, in order to provide somc measure of cost visibility
t o the management, are : evolving a mathematical relationship between cost and variables
affecting cost with the help of historical data and regression equations ; by means of a cost
evaluation committee and by the use of a VE technique termed Relative Magnitude Estimating.
Without attempting t o describe these methods here, I would, however, like t o point out that
the actual business of design-to-cost is a continuous series of design iterations and
adjustment studies. The Value Engineer will have to trade one type of performance against
another and against cost to provide optimum value. Such a problem may be of operating range
versus displacement versus fuel carried versus engine horse-power versus fuel consumed versus
initial cost. It has already been illustrated that in Value Engineering, the lowest cost solution
rarely offers the best value t o achieve the optimuill balance between performance and cost.
Many a times, for a marginal cost increase a great deal of added performance and, therefore,
higher value can be obtained as can be evidenced by the use of costlier light weight alloys for
modern passenger liners: such as the 'Oriana' and the 'Oceanic' so as to increase their freeboard and passenger carrying capacity.

Organizing for VE :
1t may bc apt a t this point t o dwell a bit on how one may organizationally incorporate Value
Engineering. Certainly the quickest way to d o Value Engineering would be by intuition. The
buildings of Sir Christopher Wren, the motor cars of Dr. Porsche and the ships of Joshua
Humphreys are fine examples of intuitive value analysis. However, it is not always possible to
undertake intuitive value analysis especially if it has to encompass all the various disciplines
and complex tasks of present day organizations. A more systematic and inethodical approach
has to be applied in business. There are two schools of thought on the approach t o be
adopted. On the one hand, there are those who advocate an individual or group of value
engineers undertaking an entire project. These specialists take a product, system or a design,
apply all the steps of value analysis to define the function, place a value on it and then find
a better way t o accomplish the function. The problem here is that the solution may not always
be acceptable to the organization, whose views because of their experience and knowledge
usually conflict with the Value Engineering solution.
The second method is what is called the task group approach. I n this method, as many
personnel as possible in an organization are indoctrinated in the techniques of Value
Engineering and task groups are organized that are representative of all skills, such as design,

purchasing, marketing, production etc, t h a t contribute to the product value. These g r o u p
are usually led by the Value Engineer and made t o attack different problems. The team
members should be people with knowledge, imagination, initiative, a cooperative attitude and
most important of all a belief in Value Engineering.
Personally, I have always preferred the second approach. This is because I believe that even
though Value Enginnering like law and medicine, ideally seeks to eliminate itself, it must still
be a continuous process in any organization t o solve the new problems which arise everyday.
For this, it is necessary to continuously train value engineers. Since the first law of nature is
that unless a specie is generously reproduced, it dies out, so too, must value engineers be
reproduced, in a n organization by other value engineers, It is also necessary that as many
management personnal make themselves completely familiar with Value Engineering and involve
themselves in Value Engineering Programmes so that they may recognize its potential application in other areas or to their own personal efforts. For best and abiding results, therefore, the Value Engineer and Marine Engineer must work closely together. An additional
blessing may be that as Marine Engineers begin to learn Value Engineering, Value Engineers
may learn some Marine Enginneering.

"PHONEY" STOCK
The following editorial appeared in a New York newspaper in the late 1880's. I t
was complimenting the police force of New York for arresting a man for selling what obviously
was some counterfeit stock. This is the way it read :

CONGRATULATIONS
Alert Police Deparlment

A man about 46 years of age has been arrested in New York for attempting to extort
funds from ignorant and superstitious people, by exhibiting a device which he says will convey
the human voice any distance over metallic wires. He calls the instrument a telephone, which
is obviously intended t o imitate the work "telegraph" and win the confidence of those who
know of the success of the latter instrument. Well-informed people know that it is impossible
t o transmit the voice over wires and that, were it possible t o d o so, the thing would be of n o
practical value.

About INVEST
The Indian Value Engineering Society (INVEST) is a non-political organization
dedicated t o the advancement of Value Engineering through better understanding of the
principles, methods and concepts involved in Value Engineering. It fosters the spreading of
the knowledge and the techniques of Value Engineering to the benefit of its members and their
companies as well as public institutions.
The organization was founded in October 1977 as the Indian Engineering Society and
has members spread all over India.
What is Value Engineering ?
Value Engineering is an organized, creative technique directed at analyzing the
function of a product, service or a system with the purpose of achieving the required functions
at the lowest over-all cost consistent with all the requirements which comprise its value; such
as performance, reliability, usability, maintainability, appearance etc.
Value Engineering is an outstanding means t o improve value and reduce costs.
It offers managers a unique opportunity t o increase their profits, improve efficiency, create
better products and ensure greater customer satisfaction.

Where con Value Engirzeering be used ?
Value Engineering is applicable to all facets of any business or service in any
environment. It has already been applied with very successful results in industry, civil
construction, transportation systems, public services, defence, aviation etc. In fact it has even
been used in the space programmes as a problem solving tool.

Objectives of the Society
The Society has as its goal the promoting of value awareness, propagation of the
use of Value Engineering and raising the level of professional competence in this technique.
T o achieve these goals, it has as its objectives :

*

T o disseminate knowledge of the techniques of Value Engineering and its allied
practices and disciplines towards the economic strengthening of our nation;

*
*

Foster Value Engineering education and training;

*

Enable Members t o share and exchange their knowledge of, and experience in,
the applications of Value Technology;
Encourage applied research in the theory and practice of Value Engineering
techniques;

*

Broaden the usefulness and application of Value Teclinology through co-operation
with other Engineering, Technical, Professional and business societies;

*
*

Assist in achieving maxi~nurneffectiveness in the utilization of resources;
Facilitate professio~lairecognition and career advancement for its Members.

Member Services
INVEST intends to provide facilities for learning and communication of VE by
making available to members for sale and borrowing, a library of books, magazines, special
studies, reports, films. slides and training aids.
I t will also organize VE workshops, seminars and discussions for INVEST members.
The career advancement programme of INVEST will communicate to members :
available job opportunities in Value Engineering as well as provide employees with
names of its members who are available as full time Value Engineers or Practising
Consultants.
INVEST will also distribute a quarterly publication containing news on :
and regional chapter activities;
Value engineering developments, and related technological advancements in India
and abroad;
articles of interest from value engineers in India and abroad.
For further information write to :
Indian Value Engineering Society,
4-B Vandhna,
11, Tolstoy Marg,
New Delhi - 11000 1.

"The most difficult thing to maintain, is an open mind."

VE Around the World
Value Engineering, born in 1947, was initially christened Value Analysis by Lawrence
D. Miles, its founding father of General Electric, U S A. It soon spread t o various companies
and, in the U.S. Government, t o the Department of Defence. By 1959, the Society of
American Value Engineers (SAVE) was founded at Smyrna, in the now-famous state of
Georgia. In the coming year, 1979, SAVE will be celebrating its coming of age, at 20; May,
1979 will witness the 19th SAVE International Conference to be inaugurated in Washington
D.C., hopefully by the U S. President. More about that Conference in future issue.
Coming to the East, in October this year, the Society of Japanese Value Engineers
(the SIVE) will be holding their 13th International Conference in Tokyo. In these ten years,
Japan has taken giant strides in VE. To quote the Indian Express (March 7, 1977);
"Japan has proposed voluntary quotas t o meet complaints from the American Steel
Industry, which is unable t o stand Japanese conlpetition despite the fact that
unlike Atnei-ica, Japan imports its iron ore and even metaliurgicd coal. American
experts now say candidly that the Japanese are simply too efficient. The new tool
for efficiency is Value Engineering. When value engineers suggest better and
cheaper ways of producing goods and services in the west, there is resistance from
middle managemefit afraid of losing their "en~pires" and from workers afraid of
losing their jobs. 111 Japan, all measures suggested t o achieve greater efficiency
are promptly implemented and after one set o f recommendations produces
rejults, they appoint more teams to achieve still greater efficiency."
Akirn Kodama, Secy-Gal. of the SJVE was thus justly proud of their 306 Corporate
Members, 28 Special Study Committees t o assess VE potentialities areas and 15 published
manuals and books - all in Japarrese - which he spoke of in May this year at the SAVE
International Conference held in Indianapokis, U.S.A.
Other flourishing societies have made their impact felt in Canada, Scandinavia, Israel
and South Africa. The U.K., Italy, Australia and West Germany have many eminent
practising Value Specialists and Consultants contributing t o the well-being of big and small
con~panies. France's Claude Jouineau, who led a 3-man delegation t o the 1975 Conference
at Indianapolis, announced that their Society was already taking shape and they hoped t o
announce their first National Conference in 1979.
International participants at Indianapolis this year, numbered over 30.
break-up;
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-
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Japan
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I t is noteworthy that newly developed countries as far apart as Brazil and Tanzania
the latter represented by no less than its Principal Secretary to the Ministry of Capital
Development, R. A. Sikilo - had r e a h e d the importance of VE sufficiently to consider it
worth attending the conferem. Many of these international attendees expressed keen interest
in how we in India founded INVEST and in the progress of our activities.
For those who are interested, here are some of the International Societies and/or
contact addresses :Society of American Value Engineers,
P. 0. Box 210887
Dallas, Texas-752 11,
U. S. A.
Society of Japanese Value Engineers,
Institute of Bus. Admn. Mgmt.
39- 15 6-Chome, Todoroki, Setagaya-ku,
Tokyo, JAPAN.
Clive Bebbington,
575 Trottier St Bruno,
Montreal Quebec,
CANADA.
S. A. Value Engineering (PTY) Ltd.,
Box 12027 Clubview 00 14,
Barclay Centre, Cantonments Road,
Weg, Verwoerd burg 0140,
SOU'TH AFRICA.
Israel Meidan,
Israel Institute of Productivity,
POB 33010,
Tel- Aviv,
ISRAEL.
Claude Jounieau,
Director General,
Ancien EIve de 1 'Ecole Polytechnique,
12, rue du Helder,
75009 Paris,
FRANCE.

A. Peter Ried,
President,
Krehl & Ried,
75 Karlsruhe 1,
Stephanienstr. 7,
WEST GERMANY (3861)

*

G . Facco,
VE Manager,
Montedison, Via Principe Eugenio,
115, 20155, Milano,
ITALY.

Though still way behind U. S. A. and Japan, Indian organizations are eradually
realizing the iinportance of VE. It is also being extensively used by the Arllled Forces
Some of the organizations in India who are undertaking systematic VE are :
Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd.,
Cooper Engineering Ltd., Satara.
Metallurgical & Engg. Consultants (I) Ltd., Ranchi.
Steel Authority of India Ltd.,
Tata Iron & Steel Co., Jamshedpur,
Tata Engg. & Locomotive Co., Jamshedpur,
Walchandnagar Industries, Ltd.
With dedicated work by INVEST members & VE practitioners all over the country,
tile list, we hope will grow and with it, the prosperity of our nation.

THE MONEY EQ UA T I 0 N
The formula on which the shattering rise of the Japanese, after the Second World
War, has been based is :
vfm+cn+dfm=M2
where,
vfm=value for money
cn=consumer need
dfm =designed for manufacture
and, of course, the big 'M' stands for the inevitable financial reward- big money.
Every great manufacturer, before and after Henry Ford, has adopted this formula.
Ford emerged from the welter of competing car firms at the turn of the century, not merely
because the Model-T offered the best value for money, but because it was designed for mass
manufacture by Ford's own method.
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CONTRIBUTIONS
INVITED
Your articles pertaining t o Value Engineering and related fields are welcomed
by the Editor. We would also like t o receive news on VE activities in India
and abroad.

I

Manuscripts, double-space typed, should be submitted in duplicate. References,
charts and diagrams should each be on a separate page. Wherever quotations and
references are made, please quote the exact source material.

SUBSCRlPTlON TO INVEST JOURNAL
You may obtain a years subscription to the INVEST Journal by filling the
coupon below and sending it with your chequeldraft1M. 0. (payable t o Indian
Value Engineering Society) t o :
The Secretary
Indian Value Engineering Society
4-B Vandhana
Tolstoy Marg
New Delhi- 110001
Subscription Rates :

India ................................................................... Rs. 30.00 for 4 issues
Overseas ( surface mail )...................................U. S. $ 8.00 for 4 issues
( air mail ) ......................................... U. S. $ 15.00 for 4 issues
( INVEST members will receive the lNVAVE Journal Frec )

Name

:

.................................................................................................

by ..................... N o .....................
I enclose payment of .............................................

